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The Situation in a Nutshell!
A Continent of  14 million square kilometres, surrounded by 
a Southern Ocean of  35 million square kilometres.
A Continent  beyond generally recognised national territorial 
jurisdiction (but 7 claimants and 2 semi-claimants).
An ocean which is therefore “High Seas’ right up to the 
coast of  Antarctica
A form of  collective governance under the Antarctic Treaty 
System, whose roots go back 57 years
Control, access and acceptability of  resources exploitation
1000 km
Southern Ocean























































































Environmental Management as Diplomatic Method?
Wilderness
Antarctic Research
110 ‘main Antarctic facilities’
Image source: University of  Massachusetts Amherst - PNAS
The Present:
Ice shelf  collapse (Antarctic Peninsula)
Stability West Antarctic Ice Sheet









The ‘Antarctic Treaty System’
§ 1959 Antarctic Treaty India (CP 1983), Pakistan (NCP 2012)
§ 1972 Convention on the Conservation of  Antarctic Seals (CCAS) NO
[16 Members]
§ 1980 Convention on the Conservation of  Antarctic Marine Living 
Resources (CCAMLR) – India (Commission 1985), Pakistan
(Acceding State 2012)
§ 1988 Convention on the Regulation of  Antarctic Mineral Resource 
Activities (CRAMRA)
§ 1991 Protocol on Environmental Protection to the Antarctic Treaty
(Madrid Protocol) India (1998), Pakistan (NCP 2012)
Antarctic Treaty System - 1
① Antarctica has been managed peacefully and collegially 
over 57 years;
② Contained (didn’t remove) territorial claims [Art IV];
③ Provides an institutional architecture for negotiating & 
managing Antarctic governance;
④ 59 of  the world’s 193 UN Member States are Parties to 
one or more instruments of  the ATS;
⑤ Levels of  human activity are, by global standards, still 
low – but worth ~ US$ 2 Billion annually
Dissenting View on Claims
Antarctic Treaty System - 2
BUT:
① This system is a response to, and product of, an earlier 
geopolitical state – an earlier ‘World Order’
i. Post WWII – Western-centric
ii. Cold-War and Antarctic Peninsula foci
iii. The Global South not considered at inception
② It has (still) only minority buy-in: just 59 of  193 UN 
Members are Parties to instruments of  ATS (~30%)
③ Difficulties in responding to changing global order;
④ No new instrument in 25 years [1991 Madrid Protocol]
⑤ Activity levels in Antarctica are increasing
Only 30% of States are ATS Parties
If: it is in the interest of  all mankind that Antarctica shall continue 
forever to be used exclusively for peaceful purposes and shall not 
become the scene or object of  international discord [Preamble, 
Antarctic Treaty], is 30% an adequate global representation?
If  Antarctica is “Common Heritage” is 30% adequate
If  anthropogenic climate change is transforming Antarctica 
– and therefore the entire planet – is 30% appropriate?
Doesn’t everyone, and every state, on the planet have a quite 
vital interest in the future of  Antarctica? 
Original Signatories – the P5 analogue?













Polar Orientalism - 1
Deep suspicion of  the motives of  East and South Asian 
states’ interests
Public narrative that asks what China’s “real” interests are
That attaches nefarious intent to actions by China (and 
potentially India and others),  even if  the actions are 
precisely the same actions that Western states are examining
A questioning of  the legitimacy of  some states’ actions
19
Claim - Proclamation Harbour Enderby Land BANZARE  1929-31 – Hurley [NLA]
Antarctic Nationalism
Don't misunderstand the stakes in the South China Sea 
Brisbane Times – 22 February 2016
“Chinese interest in Antarctica should be of far greater concern to
Australia than its designs in the South China Sea.”
“The Chinese Antarctic presence, however, has grown quickly since
1981. It's currently running three research stations on that continent, all
in the area claimed by Australia. Two years ago Xi Jinping visited the
Australian Antarctic Division's HQ in Hobart. At that time he reassured
scientists that Beijing had no intentions of mining either the frozen
landmass or its waters. Let's hope that's still China's attitude in 2048 when
the treaty expires.”
[wrong]
Polar Nationalism - 2
Polar Nationalism - 3





































The Greater Southern Ocean
Non-ATS Instruments
Regional Fisheries Management Organizations – South Asian states’ 
membership indicated
§ Convention on the Conservation and Management of  Fishery Resources 
in the South East Atlantic Ocean (SEAFO) – NONE [7 members]
§ South/Southern Indian Ocean Fisheries Agreement (SIOFA) –
NONE [8 members]
§ Convention on the Conservation and Management of  High Seas Fishery 
Resources in the South Pacific Ocean (SPRFMO) – NONE [15 
members]
Futures: Options - 1
Do nothing – leave Antarctica to be governed by the existing 
ATS instruments (with no further development) and an 
emerging array of  non-ATS global instruments (UNCLOS, 
CBD ….) and Regional instruments (RFMOs …)
§ But what happens as existing ATS instruments age?
§ Will non-ATS global and regional instruments be 
sensitive enough to Antarctic peculiarities – and the lack of  
an underlying states-based jurisdiction?
Options - 2
Allow Antarctic regime to collapse – or fade away - and try 
to manage Antarctic as part of  an integrated global system. 
§ We generally don’t do this anywhere else on the planet
§ We don’t have the usual default situation of  clear state 
jurisdiction – because of  the non-recognition of  territorial 
claims (and that is unlikely to change)
Options - 3
Reinvigorate the Antarctic regime – ATS or successor 
§ On what basis?
§ stand-alone - UN basis
§ What values does it seek to secure?
§ wilderness – resource source
§ global norms and international legal principles
§ Who participates?
§ self  selecting minority – all UN states?
§ Who makes the case for such a reinvigoration?
The Risks of Getting it Wrong
And could anybody 
really go to war 
over this?
“Let’s  hope  not”
Thank You
